Fusion of infrared and visible images aims to maintain thermal radiation information and detailed texture information on a single image. Previous deep learning based methods require complex architecture of networks to extract features of both sources. In these methods, convolution filters act equally on each channel so the feature maps containing different brightness and gradient information are treated equally across channels, which reduces the representational ability of networks. In this paper, we innovatively introduce channel-attention mechanism to the fusion network. We propose a detail enhanced channel attention(DECA) block and apply it to the fusion network. DECA block takes into account the average of brightness and gradient information to rescale the feature maps. It allows network selectively emphasize useful features and suppress less useful ones. The proposed fusion network has relatively simple architecture and low operational complexity. This end-to-end network can generate fused images directly from source images. The experimental results on fusion of infrared and visible images demonstrate that our proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art fusion methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image fusion is a process that combines data of the same scene from different sensors/modalities to a single image. The fused image is expected to carry more comprehensive information than any of the source images. A large number of image fusion methods have been proposed for different applications, such as computer vision, photography, and medical imaging.
Non-deep learning based fusion methods include principal component analysis(PCA) [1] , total variation(TV) [2] , Laplacian pyramid(LP) transformation [3] , discrete wavelet transform(DWT) [4] , non-subsampled shearlet transform (NSST) [5] , [6] based methods, and etc. Generally, these methods first decompose the source images, fuse the corresponding coefficients according to the fusion rules, and then map the fused coefficients back to image domain to obtain the fused image. Since the decomposition tool used in a certain fusion method is identical for different images, the traditional methods may not lead to optimal fusion results. In addition, the fusion rules used in the traditional methods are manually designed, which are complex and cumbersome.
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Recently, deep learning has attracted more and more interest due to its excellent performance in many fields including computer vision, speech recognition, natural language processing and etc. By using deep learning, we can train deep complex networks on large training datasets to extract various features and automatically acquire more general fusion rules. After the training is completed, the images can be fused very fast. Some state-of-the-art fusion methods have been proposed based on the powerful representation ability of deep networks and achieved satisfactory results [7] - [9] , [12] - [17] . Various network architectures have been exploited in fusion methods, including convolutional neural network(CNN)-based [7] - [9] , [12] , [13] , encoderdecoder-based [14] , [15] , and GAN-based [16] , [17] models. Liu et al. [7] fused infrared and visible images by introducing Laplacian pyramid decomposition into shallow convolutional neural network. Li et al. [8] utilized VGGNet and fused the base part and the detail part of source images individually. Li et al. [12] fused images by introducing ResNet to extract image features. Xiang et al. [10] proposed an adaptive dual-channel unit-linking pulse coupled neural network(PCNN) for infrared and visible images fusion. The method was used in non-subsampled contourlet transform(NSCT) domain so the decomposed images for fusion were multi-scaled and multi-directional. Kong et al. [11] proposed a fusion method using non-subsampled shearlet transform(NSST) spatial frequency(SF)-pulse coupled neural network which improved resolution of the fused images. Li and Wu [13] proposed a dense block of feature extraction that established connections between different layers. Lahoud and Süsstrunk [9] used CNN and guide filters to extract feature maps to fuse detail information. Jian et al. [14] proposed a symmetric encoder-decoder network with residual block for image fusion, the middle layer was used for attention-based feature fusion. Ma et al. [16] proposed a fusionGAN, the first fusion network involving GAN, and applied it to the field of infrared and visible image fusion.
Li et al. [17] proposed a couple GAN termed RCGAN to improve the performance of fusionGAN. A symmetrical network structure made it easier to acquire features of both visible and infrared images, ensuring that the fused image contained more information from the source images. The concept of fusion is also applied to other aspects like image enhancement. Azarang et al. [15] used convolutional autoencoder network to generate high resolution multispectral images and fused them with panchromatic images. Before fusion, image registration, which aligns the two images together in a pixel level, is a necessary step [18] , [19] .
Here, we only focus on fusion, all the images we used have been aligned.
In this paper, we propose a new CNN fusion method for infrared and visible images. In order to maintain features from both infrared and visible images, we propose a detail enhanced channel-wise attention(DECA) block and apply it to our fusion network. Unlike previous deep learning based fusion methods, the proposed network unequally treats the feature maps with different brightness and gradient information. The weights are trained to emphasize the useful feature maps and enhance discriminative learning ability. Moreover, we design a loss function which allows the fused image is close to source images and keeps the details from the visible image as much as possible.
To show the main improvement of our DECA over the state-of-the-art fusion methods, we give an example in Figure 1 . The first row from left to right are infrared and visible images. The second row from left to right are images fused by fusionGAN [16] , RCGAN [17] , ResNet50-based method [12] , VGG19-based method [8] , and our DECA network. In the first fused image, the target (the highlighted area in the infrared image) is obvious but the details from the visible image are missed. In the second image, the details from the visible image are preserved but the brightness information from the infrared image is lost a lot, which makes the target unnoticeable. Images fused by ResNet50-based and VGG19-based methods achieve better performance, while our proposed DECA can enhance contrast between targets and background on this basis. Clearly, our proposed method properly preserves details from the visible image and the target can be easily found at the same time.
Overall, our contributions are three-fold: (1) We innovatively introduce channel-attention(CA) mechanism to the fusion network. The CA mechanism allows the fusion network emphasize the useful feature maps and enhance discriminative learning ability. (2) We propose a new channel-wise attention block termed DECA block which combines the brightness and gradient information to rescale the feature maps. In addition to image fusion, it also can be used in other applications. (3) We propose a loss function that allows the fused image to be close to source images and preserve the details from the visible image. Our DECA network makes use of the relationship between channels and makes the fusion results more reasonable and effective. It has simpler architecture and is easier to train than the state-of-the-art deep learning based fusion methods.
The rest of this paper is arranged as following. In Section II, we introduce related work of our method, mainly including fusion methods with GANs and SE block. Section III describes our DECA network for image fusion. Section IV shows the experimental results and computational analysis. At last, we summarize the effects and contributions of our proposed method in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Numerous fusion methods have been proposed. To save space, here we just give a brief introduction to the two stateof-the-art works of deep learning based fusion methods and channel attention mechanism.
A. FUSION WITH GANS
FusionGAN is the first GAN based fusion network proposed by Ma et al. [16] . The model adopts an end-to-end structure where the generator is used to create the fused image close to the infrared image, and the discriminator makes the fused image close to the visible image. Although fusionGAN achieves better results than many non-deep learning based methods, the retained information of the fusion results is mainly provided by infrared images. Details and textures in the visible images are not adequately preserved, so the fused images just look like sharpened infrared images.
To solve these problems and further improve the quality of the fused image, Li et al. [17] proposed RCGAN. In RCGAN, two groups of GAN are used to make the fused image close to the infrared image and the visible image respectively. The generators and discriminators are paired, trained jointly and share some parameters. The images are pre-processed before training and the pre-fused images are introduced into the training process as ground truth. The results obtained by RCGAN can retain information from both visible and infrared images.
References [16] , [17] have demonstrated that introduction of GAN can achieve satisfactory fusion results. They adopt complex architecture to maintain features from source images. However, training the generator and the discriminator alternately is difficult. It is not easy to converge, and the network parameters are more computationally intensive.
B. CHANNEL-WISE ATTENTION AND SQUEEZE-AND-EXCITATION BLOCK
Channel attention(CA) mechanism was proposed to make the network focus on the useful features and suppress the less informative ones. Hu et al. [20] first proposed squeezeand-excitation(SE) block as CA mechanism in order to achieve improvement for image classification. SE block provides different weight for each channel of the convolutional layer output. It utilizes the correlation between channels and extracts features effectively. The specific structure of SE block is shown in Figure 2 . F sq (·) represents global average pooling. To make sure the SE block is capable of learning a nonlinear interaction between channels, sigmoid activation is used in F ex (·, W ). Finally, F scale (s c , X c ) assigns the weight map to the original input and get the channel weighted feature maps as the output. In this way, each channel is assigned a different weight, the relationship between the channels is better utilized and the deep neural network can achieve better results.
Recently, Zhang et al. [21] . successfully applied CA to single image super-resolution, which achieved significant performance improvement. However, as far as we know, no works have been proposed to introduce channel-wise attention for image fusion.
Image fusion is to maintain useful features from source images. If we concatenate the source images as input, design a network to selectively emphasize informative features and keep them in the fused image, it should improve fusion performance. To investigate the channel-wise mechanism in fusion network, we propose a detail enhanced channel attention(DECA) network and apply it to the fusion network, which we will discuss and explain in detail in the next section.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we describe our proposed fusion method in detail. In order to achieve good fusion results, we propose a channel-attention block, based on which we build an endto-end network. We take the concatenated source images as input and the fused image as output. We also design a loss function by considering grayscale and gradient information of the source images. We first present the architecture of fusion network. Then, we give the details of how we design the DECA block. The specific form of the loss function is presented at last.
A. FUSION NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
We design a network for fusing visible and infrared images. The architecture of the network is shown in Figure 3 . For the convenience of description, we call our fusion network as DECA network. Since our DECA network is designed to create a new image from two source images, the same purpose as the generator in fusionGAN [16] , we adopt a similar architecture as the generator in fusionGAN. Here we concatenate the visible and infrared images as input so that the feature maps in each layer will contain the features of visible and infrared images at the same time. On this basis, we introduce a novel DECA block which is capable of learning various weights for different feature maps, and rescales the feature maps accordingly. The specific structure of DECA block will be introduced later. We insert DECA blocks to the first three layers after Leaky RELU. By using DECA block, the fusion network is allowed to selectively emphasize useful features and suppress less useful ones. Therefore, it is not necessary to adopt complex architecture such as GAN to extract features from source images and maintain them in the fused image.
Our DECA network consists of just 5 layers. Like the generator in fusionGAN [16] , each of the first four layers contains a convolution layer (without padding operation), a batch normalization layer, and uses leaky RELU as activation function. In the first and second convolution layers, we use 5 × 5 filters. In the third and fourth layers, 3 × 3 filters are used. We use larger filters in the previous layers to obtain larger receptive fields and better feature extraction. Small size filters are designed in the deeper layers to extract features with fewer parameters. Batch normalization and activation functions are applied to avoid the problem of vanishing gradient and stabilize our model [22] . 1×1 filter is used in the last layer instead of fully connection for dimension reduction. We replace the leaky RELU with tanh at the last layer since tanh is zero mean and ranges from [−1, 1], which makes this structure achieve better fusion effect [16] . We set the stride in each layer to 1 and the number of channels from the front layer to the back layer as 256, 128, 64, 32, and 1. In order to avoid information loss during downsampling, we do not introduce the pooling layer in our network.
As we know, GAN based fusion methods need to train two networks, the generator and discriminator, alternatively. This training mode confronts the problem that it is usually not easy to converge. Compared to fusionGAN and RCGAN, DECA network is a single network, which means only one network is needed to obtain the fused image. It has simpler structure involving much smaller number of parameters and easier to converge. Experimental results given in section IV will show that the DECA network can fuse the visible and infrared images successfully.
B. DETAIL ENHANCED CHANNEL ATTENTION(DECA) BLOCK
Most deep learning based fusion methods require complex architecture to keep useful information from source images.
They treat features from different channels equally, which lacks flexibility and neglects interdependencies between channels.
We observe that the infrared images contain the contours of targets and have obvious contrast in brightness, which allows us to easily locate the targets. Whereas visible images include rich features such as edges, details, and textures, which have large gradient. If the network is capable of allocating available computational resources adaptively to the most informative components of the visible and infrared images, the fused image will maintain the features from both source images appropriately. In order to achieve this goal, we design a detail enhanced channel attention(DECA) block by exploiting channel-wise attention mechanism which makes use of the interdependencies between channels and treats each channel unequally.
Our DECA block can be regarded as the variant of SE block [20] . The original SE block only takes into account of brightness to rescale the feature maps. Besides brightness, here we introduce gradient to determine the scale of the feature maps so that the network can capture only those properties of visible and infrared images that are most salient for fusion. The specific structure of our proposed DECA block is shown in Figure 4 .
The input X is a multi-channel tensor consisting of C feature maps of size H × W , and the output X is the rescaled version of the input X . The scale vector s is C dimensional and channel dependent. For a multi-channel input tensor X = [X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X C ] with a scale vector s = [s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s C ], the output of each channel is X c = s c X c . The vector s will be determined by combining the two channel weight vectors s b and s g , which reflect the effects of brightness and gradient of X respectively.
As shown in Figure 4 , the input X is sent to the output and two parallel branches: the left branch colored by blue to determine s g , and the right branch colored by red to determine s b .
In the right branch, the channel weight vector s b is determined by the pixel values in each channel, reflecting the brightness contrast information of the feature maps. Global spatial information is squeezed by global average pooling from each channel, defined as:
In order to make full use of the information obtained through the squeeze operation and guarantee the channelattention block is capable of learning a nonlinear interaction between channels, z bc is input to an excitation operation F ex consisting of two fully connected layers, a RELU [23] activation layer, and a sigmoid activation layer. Then we get the channel weight vector s b and the formula for this process is as follows:
where
. . , s bC ], δ refers to the RELU function, σ refers to the sigmoid activation. W 1 and W 2 respectively represent the weights of the two fully connected layers. The first fully connected layer decreases the dimension of the output channels from C to C/r and restores it to C in the next fully connected layer. The dimension decreases first and then increases which is similar to the structure of U-net [24] . The purpose of this design is to make the training of the parameters really effective and avoid the network directly assigning the input to the output.
In addition to the brightness information in the image, a lot of details, edges, and textures should not be ignored. In order to make the fused image contain more details and textures and have clearer edges, we design the left branch. Compared to the right branch, here we add a gradient operator before global average pooling. The purpose is to obtain the gradient information of each feature map of X and use it to determine the channel weight vector s g . F grad (X c ) is defined as:
where X g = [X g1 , X g2 , . . . , X gC ]. Like the right branch, z gc is obtained by global average pooling which defined as:
and scalar s g is obtained by: 
where the parameter k is to balance channel weight vectors s g and s b . After getting the scalar s c , we apply it to the original input X c . In DECA block, the final output X c of F scale (·, ·) is defined as:
where X = [X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X C ] and X = [X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X C ]. s c = ks bc + s gc . The value of k will be discussed in detail in section IV.
To further reduce the number of parameters and the amount of computation, we share the parameters of F ex module in the two branches: W 1 = W 3 and W 2 = W 4 .
As explaining above, we apply our DECA block in the fusion network. Although DECA block is designed for image fusion, it can be used directly in existing architecture for other application by replacing components with their counterparts.
C. LOSS FUNCTION
The loss function is designed to guarantee that the output of the fusion network will not deviate from the source images. Since both infrared and visible images contain brightness information, and the infrared image highlights the target objects and visible image provides more details, we define the loss function as follows to retain their respective characteristics in the fused image:
where stands for the gradient [25] operator, · F means the Frobenius norm, λ and γ are positive parameters balancing the three items. The first two fidelity items aim to keep the fused image I f close to the infrared image I r and visible image I v in brightness respectively, so that the fused image is close to both source images without leaving the reality. The last item VOLUME 7, 2019 keeps the fused image I f close to the visible image I v in the gradient domain to introduce rich details and textures from the visible image into the fused image and make the resulting image clear and unambiguous. About how to set the values of parameters λ and γ , we will discuss in detail in the Training Settings part in the next section.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. SETTINGS
The specific information about datasets, training settings, and evaluation metrics are clarified in this section.
Datasets: We choose training data from TNO database [26] and testing data from TNO and [27] . Specifically, we select 40 pairs of infrared and visible images from TNO as training data. For data augmentation, we crop the source images into small patches and set the cropping stride to 14. We set each patch as size 120 × 120 and get 57227 pairs of infrared and visible patches.
Training Settings: In the training phase, the parameter γ controls the extent to which the fused image looks like the visible image or infrared image. In other words, the larger γ , the closer the fused image is to the visible image. Conversely, the smaller γ , the closer the fused image is to the infrared image. We set γ to 0.01, 0.8 and 10 respectively. The experimental results are shown in Figure 5 . We can see that if γ = 10, the fused image looks more like the infrared image, and if γ = 0.01, the fused image looks more like the visible image which is consistent with our expectation. To preserve information from the visible and infrared image simultaneously, we finally set γ to 0.8 empirically.
Regarding the parameter k, it is used to tradeoff s g against s b in DECA block. In our method, s g and s b work together to improve the fusion results. Since s g involves gradient information which helps to better preserve edges and details in the fused images, we suggest that k is chosen less than 1. Meanwhile, k cannot be too small, because if k is too small, the contribution of s b is negligible, which makes the fusion result worse. We test k with different values from 0.0001 to 1 on different images. The experiments show that k about 0.1 leads to better fusion results, which demonstrates that a slight emphasis on s g is reasonable. So we set k to 0.1. The experiments also show the fusion results become worse when k is less than 0.001. Table 1 shows the evaluation of fusion results of image Sandpath. When we test k on other images, we find the same trend.
The parameter λ controls the contribution of the last item of the loss function. We run tests on λ in the range of 0.01 to 100 and find that the smaller the λ value, the more blurred the fused image; the larger the value of λ, the less obvious the target in the fused image. We finally set λ to 5 empirically. The representative experimental results are shown in Figure 6 .
The training process is run on NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU. Adam is used as optimizer solver. The programming environment is set as python 2.7 and tensorflow 1.5.0.
The evaluation metrics of fused results will be given below.
1) INFORMATION ENTROPY(IE)
Information entropy(IE) [28] is an important indicator to measure the richness of information. The definition of information entropy is: where L is the total number of gray levels in the image and P i can be regarded as the normalized histogram of corresponding gray level of the image.
2) STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY INDEX(SSIM)
The structural similarity index(SSIM) [29] is used to model the distortion of image and established by combining three factors: contrast distortion, luminance distortion, and correlation loss. The definition of SSIM of the source image A and the fused image F is:
where A and F represent the mean of the images A and F, respectively. σ A and σ F denote the variance of the images A and F. σ AF represents the covariance of A and F. The SSIM between visible image I v , infrared image I r , and fused image I f is defined as:
3) MULTISCALE SSIM (MS-SSIM)
The multiscale SSIM(MS_SSIM) [30] is inspired and improved on the basis of SSIM. A multiscale approach is introduced into MS-SSIM to balance the consistency between finer-scale detail preservation and coarser-scale luminance. This objective image quality assessment algorithm is proposed to deal with the problem of perceptual quality assessment. The definition of MS_SSIM index is:
where f and s are the fused image and the detail information extracted from the source image, respectively. σ s , σ f and σ sf denote the local variances of s, f and the covariance of s and f . C is a positive constant.
4) EDGE-DEPENDENT FUSION QUALITY INDEX
The weighted fusion quality evaluation index (Q W ) is defined as:
where λ(ω) and c(ω) are weight factors. Based on Q W , the edge-dependent fusion quality index (Q E ) [31] adds the edge information to the index and defined as:
where I v , I r , and I f correspond to the edge information of images I v , I r , and I f , respectively, α [0, 1] is used to adjust the proportion of edge information in the total index.
5) NORMALIZED WEIGHTED PERFORMANCE METRIC
Normalized weighted performance metric(Q AB/F ) [32] is used to measure the edge information which is transferred from the source image to the fused image and defined as:
where g A (i, j) is used to express the importance of source image to the fused image and Q AF (i, j) = Q AF g (i, j)·Q AF φ (i, j). Q AF g (i, j) and Q AF φ (i, j) represent the orientation value and edge strength at the location (i, j), respectively. I v , I r , and I f denote the visible image, the infrared image, and the fused image, respectively.
6) THE SUM OF THE CORRELATIONS OF DIFFERENCES (SCD)
SCD [33] indicates the amount of transferred information from the source image into the fused image. It is formulated as:
where D I s ,I f calculates the difference between the source image and the fused image. r(D I , I ) calculates the correlation between D I and I , and defined as:
where D and m are the average of D I and I .
7) FAST FEATURE MUTUAL INFORMATION (FAST-FMI)
Feature Mutual Information(FMI) [34] utilizes the mutual information to measure the similarity of two images. It considers image features, like gradients or edges, to make this evaluation metric more reasonable. Fast feature mutual information(Fast-FMI) [35] improves the algorithm of FMI by introducing a sliding window. Fast-FMI is simpler and faster than FMI. The definition of Fast-FMI is:
), (18) where I v , I r , and I f denote the visible image, the infrared image, and the fused image, respectively. M i (A, F) is the mutual information between A and F in the sliding window area, H i (A) is the entropies of the corresponding windows from A.
In this paper, we use this fast algorithm to calculate FMI ω and FMI dct , which is used to express the wavelet features mutual information and the discrete cosine features mutual information, respectively.
The larger the values of these above fusion metrics, the better the fusion effects.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
First, we show the fusion results of 9 different methods including our DECA and compare the results by visual effects and quantitative metrics. Then we explain the specific role of CA block in fusion network. We also test our model on another dataset in part 3.
1) COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT FUSION METHODS
We compare our method with 8 methods: LP [36] , CVT [37] , DTCWT [38] , SR [39] , fusionGAN [16] , RCGAN [17] , ResNet50-based method [12] , and VGG19-based method [8] . We take 7 pairs of images to show the fusion results by different methods. Visual effects and quantitative metrics are shown in Figure 7 and Table 2 . In Table 2 , we mark the fusion results of DECA and the best indicators as bold characters.
It can be seen from Figure 7 that the fused images obtained by DECA are the clearest and closest to the source images. The details are richer than any other methods we compare. High frequency information of the visible images can be better preserved in the fused images, such as branches in Sandpath, leaves in Airplane, and bricks on the ground in Marne_04. Meanwhile, the fused images also highlight the targets like people, airplanes, and jeep tires. Compared to other deep learning based methods, the images fused by DECA have a larger range of grayscale variations resulting in more pronounced contrast and details. We expect the fused image to contain information from both infrared and visible images as much as possible. As matter of fact, tradeoff is involved here. Although the brightness of the target in the fused image is not as high as which in the infrared image, the target is still easy to be found and located. The details of the target itself may disappear or be overwritten, if it is too bright.
From the perspective of quantitative metrics, DECA has almost reached the optimal values for each metric. For a few images, RCGAN has slightly higher values for Q E , Q AB/F , FMI ω , and FMI dct . But the fusion results of DECA are more visually realistic. We can find that the images fused by RCGAN have obvious noise in some blank areas, like the sky in Kaptein_1123 and house. Although the results of SR are sometimes higher than the results of DECA on IE or SSIM , the visual results of SR have obvious distortion and pollution of noise.
2) EFFECTS OF CA AND DECA
In this section, we will demonstrate how channelattention(CA) mechanism improves the fusion results. As explained in Section III, two parallel branches are involved in our DECA bock. If we delete the left blue branch, and set the parameter k to 1, it is equivalent to SE block [28] , where the scalar s is determined only by brightness of the feature layer. It is still a channel-attention(CA) block. The fused images compared in Figure 8 are obtained by the fusion networks (1) without channel-attention block, (2) with channel-attention block SE (DECA with the right branch only), (3) with channel-attention block DECA. The quantitative metrics are shown in Table 3 .
From the first row in Figure 8 , we can see that the object (the highlighted area within the red rectangle box in the infrared image) is buried in the background in the fused image if no CA mechanism is introduced to the fusion network. If SE block is used in the fusion network, the object can be found easily but still has blurred edges. Whereas, the object in the fused image by using DECA block has clearer edges than using SE block. The same conclusion can be drawn from the fused image shown in the second row in Figure 8 . We can see the camouflage pattern of the car body in the visible image, and only DECA keeps this detail. Table 3 gives comparison of quantitative metrics of these models. From the quantitative metrics we can see that the introduction of channel-wise attention block can significantly improve the quality of the fused images. Introducing the SE block can improve fusion effects to some extent and we replace the SE block as our DECA block can further improve the quality of the fused images. Most quantitative metrics of the fusion results obtained by our DECA network can reach the highest values among all fusion models we give, except Q E of the fused bench image. Although the Q E of fused bench image using network without CA block is slightly higher than the fused result of DECA, it fails to identify the infrared target.
3) TESTS ON ANOTHER DATASET
To further evaluate the performance of our model, we conduct experiments on dataset from [27] . The fused images are shown in Figure 9 . We can see that fusionGAN and our DECA outperform other methods. While, our DECA better preserves the details from the visible images compared to fusionGAN. The experimental results show that DECA still has a satisfactory fusion effect on other datasets. 
C. COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS
In these deep learning-based methods, our DECA network has a simple structure with fewer parameters and less computation. Smaller network structure means faster training and smaller GPU memory space occupied. We compare the training time of these methods. The codes we use to compare are downloaded from github, provided by authors. Our proposed method costs 90 minutes to complete training, while RCGAN costs 71 minutes and fusionGAN costs 103 minutes. Although RCGAN is faster, it needs an additional process to get pre-fused images as ground truth by guided filter based fusion (GFF) before training. So it does not take advantage of time. In Table 4 , we compare DECA with fusionGAN, RCGAN, ResNet50, and VGG19 based methods in numbers of activation layers, CNN and linear layers, including additional blocks or not, and computational complexity. Since the VGG19 and ResNet50 based methods use the pretrained network directly without training, we only give the comparison of computational complexity.
We use the computational complexity of 1 pixel to evaluate the computational efficiency. The specific method we use for calculating the computational complexity is proposed by Jin et al. [40] . The complexity of each convolution layer is calculated as size 2 of the convolution kernels times the number of input filters times the number of output filters. The complexities of biases and activation layers are calculated as the number of filters. Each DECA block includes two summation operations, two subtraction operations, two multiplication operations, two fully connected layers, and two nonlinear layers.
It can be seen from the results in Table 4 that our DECA has less computational complexity. ResNet50 and VGG19-based methods have many parameters due to the depth of their networks. Although RCGAN reduces the number of parameters by sharing parameters, the amount of calculation is still much higher than DECA. Moreover, the independent network structure of DECA avoids the adversarial training process in GANs so it is easier to converge and have higher stability in the training process.
V. CONCLUSION
We innovatively introduce channel-attention mechanism to the fusion network. In order to obtain better fusion results, we propose a DECA block that combines the brightness and gradient information to rescale the feature maps of each channel, thus has the ability to emphasize the useful features. Furthermore, considering the characteristics of visible and infrared images, we design a loss function that allows the fused image to be close to sources images and preserve rich details. Our fusion network has relatively simple architecture and easy to train. The images fused by DECA network not only have better visual effects but also have obvious improvement in quantitative metrics. The experimental results demonstrate that our proposed DECA network can obtain better fusion results than the state-of-the-art deep learning based methods.
